MOHAWK AIR SPACE VIOLATED
MNN. 21 May 2012. Is Kahnawake a pretend “combat zone” for their war exercises?
At 6:00 pm My 21st twelve fighter jets flew in threatening formations, crisscrossing
closely over the Mohawks of Kahnawake. Twelve flights for 20 minutes were
videotaped.
Canada violated the Notice on Navigation and Travel Restriction issued on August
17, 2007 by the Longhouse Peoples of the Mohawk Nation. Under authority of the
Kaianerehkowa, Supreme Law of the Great Architect of Creation and
Rotiskenrakehte “They who hold the Peace”, inside Kanienke, declare Navigation
and Travel Restriction as follows:
At 23:00 hrs. August 18, 2007, until further notice, and shall apply to vessels of any
nation or corporation engaging in commerce, commercial intercourse with corporate
US or Canada, from navigation or travel inside or upon navigable water, known to be
Kanientarahwaoneh [River Saint Laurence said Gulf Saint Laurence and tributaries].
[See geographical coordinates below].
Air space within one nautical mile of domicile or abode of Onkwehonwe shall also be
restricted from use by government or private contracted security aircraft of said US
and Canada.
For centuries Onkwehonwe [Original People of the Land] and other Indigenous
Nations have suffered genocide, near total destruction of our Earth, way of life and
continued war of aggression by colonial invaders under de facto papal authority, said
Holy See. Crusading British corporations US, Canada, Australia, France, England
and others continue this genocide in pursuit of commerce and presume Sovereign
Dominion Over the Earth. [All UN nations are corporate entities registered through
the city state of London under Admiralty/corporate Law, meant for bankers and
corporations].
Rotiskenrakehte shall exercise Authority under law of the land to use all force
necessary to maintain the Peace and stop the destruction of life on Earth, by this
Navigation and Travel Restriction. Furthermore, Onkwehonwe may take prize of
vessel and goods for breaking the Peace. We Indigenous are not registered in the
city of London as a corporate state, so Admiralty Law of the sea does not apply to us.
Rotiskenrakehte ask that the People upon the Earth unite with us to stop the
destruction of Life, to help open eyes of the people of your world, to the War of
Genocide pursued against People upon the Earth. With Authority under
Kaiaherehkowa, so be it our Minds.
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Attacks and threats are carried out against Indigenous peoples when Parliament or
governments go on holiday. Their corporate Indians don’t tell us much. During the
Mohawk Oka Crisis 1990 fighter jets flew without notice closely, trying to scare us.
The flights over Kahnawake on May 21st 2012 could be dangerous for civilians due
to risk of collateral damage. Is this warning us of another “Indian summer” when the
army or cops come to town?
Like Jimmy Hendrix prophecized in his Vietnam War song, Machine Gun; “Machine
gun, tearing my body all apart. Machine gun, tearing my body all apart. Evil man
make me kill ya. Evil man make you kill me. Evil man make me kill you, even though
we’re only families apart. The same way you shoot me down, baby, you’ll be going
just the same. Three times the pain, and your own self to blame. Hey, machine
gun.” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lK92W2RzbjE
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NOTE: Beginning point upon the Earth at Forty-three degrees, fifty-six minutes north
latitude and Seventy-six degrees, fifty-one minutes, thirty-five seconds west
longitude; thence along rhumb line to point at Forty-three degrees, fifty minutes,
eighteen seconds, north latitude and Seventy-six degrees, seventeen minutes fiftyfive seconds west longitude; thence east and north along land and course of
navigable water Kanientarawanoneh, said Saint Lawrence Seaway, to point at Fortyfive degrees, Fifty-three minutes, thirty-nine seconds north latitude and Fifty-nine
degrees, fifty-eight minutes, twenty-one seconds west longitude; thence along rhumb
line to point at Forty-seven degrees, thirty-five minutes, ten seconds north latitude
and Fifty-two degrees, forty-one minutes, thirty-one seconds west longitude; thence
along rhumb line to point at Fifty-two degrees, sixteen minutes, twenty seconds north
latitude and fifty-five degrees, thirty-five minutes west longitude.

TWO ROW DECISION – IROQUOIS V. NYS TROOPERS
MNN. On May 18, 2012, we stopped playing their games in their artificial court. We
came out with a little bit of their guilt money.
Exactly fifteen years ago, On May 18, 1997 we were attacked by New York State
Troopers. 97 of us brought charges against them in the NYS Northern District Court.
Five have since died.
We people of all Iroquois Confederacy nations had gathered at the property of
Andrew Jones on Onondaga Territory for a traditional ceremony.
As the sacred fire on private land burned, Oren Lyons and the Onondaga
Confederacy Chiefs sent in the radical New York State Troopers to terrorize and
attack us, using NYS Gestapo tactics. Our freedom of speech, religion and assembly
were violated. The beatings, false arrests and denial of medical attention were
video taped.
We, the men, women children and some babies were on the other end of NYS
vicious assault. They were like seal hunters trying to fatally harm us. Our children
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were hurt. Many were almost beaten to death. We could not fight back because
small children were running in our midst. While holding down an elder, a Trooper
tried to snap his neck.
The Troopers said they were immune from being sued. They lost at the first level,
appealed and lost again. On April 8, 2008 Judge George H. Lowe heard the evidence
and decided that, if it went to court, we would win, sometime in the future. They’re
waiting for us to die off, and put it over to the next generation, telling us, “Get over
it”. The case was never about money. Their system protects the puppets who
protect them. Their whole artificial admiralty system looks out for them.
We must deal with our criminal traitors, to take full responsibility for their brutality.
Some day, the War Chief holding a bunch of black wampum strings will say to the
erring chief[s], “You have not listened to the Women and Men of the nations. This
wampum shall be dropped. If you don’t grab it before it hits the floor, and come to a
good mind with us”, the men shall bash the erring chiefs to death with a war club.
[Wampum 59, Great Law].
Ronnie Jones, the outspoken father of Andrew Jones, tried to bring the issue of
federal and state oppression by their corporate Indians, the Onondaga chiefs, before
the UN. A day after his return, he was ritualistically executed in his home. His hands
and feet were cut off and his stomach was sliced open. His papers and documents
were spread over his body and set on fire. Ronnie Jones did not die in vain.
NYS wants to deduct from the payout the cost of state medical care given to those
they viciously beat, to pay for their own beating. We are challenging this.
NYS agreed to sensitivity workshops to learn about us, our history, sovereignty and
economic issues. The people who brutally attacked us up shall select the trainers,
advisers, designers and content. [We are not stupid!]
We had to get out of their boat and remain in our canoe. We refuse to let them try to
steer us.
In “The River” by Thahoketoteh: “The river of life has many falls, twists and turns and
steep walls. We travel down it in our own way. The same has been from the very
first day. I’ll stay in my canoe. You stay in your boat. I only hope you stay afloat. I’ll
smile at you. You wave at me. We’ll continue on toward the sea.”
http://music.cbc.ca/#/play/artist/thahoketoteh/The-River
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Note: Andrew Jones, et al v. Parmley, et al Civil Action No.: 98CIV-374 [FJS][GHL]
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Please post and distribute. Also sign up at www.mohawknationnews.com
Thank you. MNN
RESISTANCE… IS NOT FUTILE
MNN. 13 May 2012. Resistance being futile is a lie. We must resist to survive.
The European elite sent over invaders to abduct, assimilate or kill us to take our
possessions, to enhance their lives. Disease had almost wiped them out. They
roamed the earth as marauders, destroying entire societies to control and collect
everything.
Even our body parts are copied or stolen to achieve perfection. Plastic surgery
reconstructs their
faces to look like a 5-year old unlined baby face, and their recreated bodies emulate
our desirable distinctiveness. They dislike us but fry on tanning beds to look like us.
To control the world through force, assimilation and genocide they have to be
unemotional, mechanical, “You adapt to us or we will kill you”.
Universal domination by taking what they want, controlling and using everybody,
telling us, “We are a power that will absorb your territory, riches, energy, culture and
you”.
Little is known of their origins and intentions. They wouldn’t negotiate or reason with
us. Their history is artificial. They thought if they spread their seed they could
survive somewhere, which the wind blew into oblivion.
When Champlain arrived in Quebec, he unloaded his weapons and started killing
Mohawks. Their messengers warned us that resistance is futile, to lower our
defenses, surrender our culture and to serve them.
Murder and assimilation followed to make our lives and distinctiveness disappear.
At first we found them comical, especially their devotion to greed. We saw how they
violated nature.
Our spirit remained intact. We resisted assimilation, slavery of the mind and body
and maintained our identity. Indigenous collective consciousness is part of the
natural world and the universe. Natural people are meant to resist annihilation.
The invaders were coercive and tyrannical. Today the mystery of the missing 125
million indigenous in the Western Hemisphere is hidden. No one was jailed for those
55,000 Indigenous children murdered in Canadian government and church run
residential schools.
After enduring brutality for centuries, Karoniaktajeh said, “We are the sleeping lion
that is waking up”. The Kaianerehkowa, based on the great natural power, will
influence the entire world.
People controlling other beings is not natural. In the capitalist hierarchical system
one individual controls everybody through force, threats and conditioning.
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A queen bee like figure was created to run the hive, give orders to attack or create
provocation to collect the goodies. A pretend Mohawk recently made threats to put
them into attack mode.
Integration of beings and culture for their use is repugnant. 500 years of Europeans
using strength, technology and life forces of others is ending.
Thousands of species have been assimilated or destroyed and billions of lives have
been exterminated. The natural elements of resistance and survival remain. Artificial
elements are disappearing.
The invaders numbers and power are dwindling.
The hierarchical mind cannot defeat the Indigenous communal mind.
Our collective consciousness has been extensively studied to figure us out. Our
thoughts and ways have been misunderstood by the elite for centuries. They see the
natural world as chaos, and think their hierarchical system brings order to chaos.
[What a bunch of malarky!]
The white roots of peace have spread in all directions from Great Turtle island.
Follow the roots to their source. Peace.
MNN Mohawk Nation News kahentinetha2@yahoo.com For more news, books,
workshops,
to donate and to sign up for MNN newsletters, go to www.mohawknationnews.com
Address: Box 991, Kahnawake [Quebec, Canada] J0L 1B0

FOOTNOTES: Joseph Goebbels: “if they tell a lie big enough and keep repeating it,
people will eventually come to believe it. The lie can be maintained only for such time
as the state can shield the people from the political, economic and/or military
consequences of the lie. It thus becomes vitally important for the state to use all its
powers to repress dissent, for the truth is the mortal enemy of the lie, and thus by
extension, the truth is the greatest enemy of the state."
Hermann Goering [at Nuremberg Trials 1945-6]: “Naturally the common people don’t
want war: neither in Russia, nor in England, nor for that matter in Germany. That is
understood. But, after all, it is the leaders of the country who determine the policy. It
is always a simple matter to drag the people along, whether it is a democracy, or a
fascist dictatorship, or a Parliament, or a communist dictatorship. Voice or no voice,
the people can always be brought to the bidding of the leaders. That is easy. All you
have to do is tell them that they are being attacked and denounce the peacemakers
for lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger. It works the same in any
country.”
Eto Wokoam, Mohawk, 1710, after returning from England: “They rely on the written
word. It is how they will be judged.”
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Interesting comment. There is a link to the video. Kahentinetha
DISCOVER THE LIE KNOWN AS ‘DOCTRINE OF [CHRISTIAN] DISCOVERY’
MNN. 10 May 2012. The UN North American Caucus made a 5 minute statement
on the blatant lie known as the “Doctrine of Christian Discovery”. It is factually,
legally and morally wrong.
The doctrine was created in 1493 . It was a Papal Bull. The Pope issued an edict
which become Christain law.
John Kane, of Cattaraugus, and “Native Pride” Radio jmkane1220@aol.com
commented, “The only thing he [Steve Newcomb] got wrong was the suggestion that
our birthright was given to us by our ancestors. It comes to us by creation. To
suggest otherwise would mean that they could give it up for future generations. I am
glad he made the reference to "birthright". It is inalienable to Ohnkwe Onweh [the
true people of Great Turtle Island], naturally bound. It is not inherited from our
grandfathers or transferable.
Watch. North American Caucus Statement on the Doctrine...
By tonatierra| 1 video]???
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2p4j--YEiaM&feature=player_embedded
MNN Mohawk Nation News Kahentinetha2@yahoo.com For more news, books,
workshops, to donate and to sign up for MNN newsletters go to
www.mohawknationnews.com More stories at MNN Archives. Address: Box 991,
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Have you gone to the MNN website www.mohawknationnews.com and signed up to
receive the news. please post and distribute. it is appreciated. MNN
MOHAWKS STRIKE TERROR
MNN. 8 May 2012. An expensive amateur propaganda and slick video by
APTN, “Canada Will Get No Warning Next Time We Strike”, Says [one] Mohawk’, is
a joke! We have no guns, bombs, armies, nor threaten anybody. We advocate
peace and non-violence.
Our truth is terrifying the world’s corporate rulers. To them we are scarier than
Osama Bin Laden, Al Qaeda, Tamil Tigers, Hezbollah, Islamic terrorists, even
Quebec Separatists, Lone Wolf operatives like the underwear bomber, multi issue
extremists, environmentalists, anti-capitalists and animal rights activists.
We are called ‘Aboriginal extremists’ because we have always defended ourselves
when attacked, at Oka in 1990, Caledonia land reclamation at Six Nations,
Tyendinaga Quarry and wouldn’t let border guards carry weapons in Akwesasne.
Self-defense is called terrorism. When the masses understand us, the British divide
and conquer card is trumped.
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The masses want answers from the bankers and their foot soldiers. Where’s the
money? Democracy? Our future? How did you become so filthy rich while we have
hardly anything?
We’re hitting the Canadian economy, which is based on theft of our land, resources
and genocide. The liars’ club includes CSIS, RCMP, CBSA, Public Safety, DND,
CBC, CTV [the thought police] and others.
The program is called “Ordo ab chao”, order out of chaos. It’s not working anymore.
Strangers enter our communities, saying they’re vaguely related to us. They answer
to outside handlers. The elders who ask questions are discredited. Radical rhetoric
and actions are started to create confusion and division. We get targeted.
The Mohawks can revitalize the Iroquois Confederacy. In 1784 Deseronto, settled in
Tyendinaga. Joseph Brant left Tyendinaga with 17 families to start Brantsford on the
banks of the Grand River, Six Nations.
Both took orders from the European oligarchy, bankers and mind controllers.
Mohawks constantly resist. To further try to divide us, an “imaginary line” called the
border was put between the corporations of “Canada” and “US”.
Their ultimate prize is for every person on earth to bend to their will, to kill off 75%
and to decide who lives and dies.
Thirty years ago Che Quevara, a true warrior, said, “I envy you North American
Indians. You’re living in the belly of the beast. Your greatest fight is yet to come”.
The evil system brought to Great Turtle Island in 1492 is shutting down. In “Masters
of War” Bob Dylan said: “And I hope that you die and your death will come soon. I’ll
follow your casket in the pale afternoon. And I’ll watch while you’re lowered down to
your deathbed. And I’ll stand over your grave til I’m sure that you’re dead”.
Deception always has to hide in darkness. Truth can withstand the scrutiny of
daytime and light. Unlike corporate tyranny, Mohawks have nothing to hide.
Corporatism of 51% is finished. The Kaianerehkowa of one mind shall lead the way.
[See: http://aptn.ca/pages/news/2012/02/18/canada-will-get-no-warning-next-time/ ].
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